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Host John A. says: 
		******** BEGIN ACTD WIDE MISSION ********
                                                   "Never So Few" 
                                                       Chapter 23

Fightercraft (TO Calma) says: 
		::spots Pharaoh coming up on SRS:: Fantastic.. getting back at least..

 CO Terrance says: 
		::checking last minute details, hoping everything goes right::

CEO Starks says: 
		:: going through ships store gathering parts ::

Fightercraft (TO Calma) says:
		 ::sees the ship through the front glass::

Host John A. says:
		 ACTION: THE PHARAOH REACHES ITS INSERTION POINT, JUST OUT OF 
SRS RANGE FROM LUNA NEGRA.]

SO Ikari says:
		 ::sitting at SCI I, tweaking the LRS::

 CO Terrance says:
		 ::taps combadge:: *AT*: Is everyone ready for our mission?

CEO Starks says: 
		:: walks onto bridge in very casual civilian clothes ::

Fightercraft (TO Calma) says:
		 ::slips up behind the Pharaoh under the port bow::

XO Fowler says: 
		*COM* CO: As ready as I'll ever be. 

 CO Terrance says:
		 ::looks at his clothes and says aloud::  I haven't worn these for a long time

Fightercraft (TO Calma) says: 
		::flies out from below the ship::

CEO Starks says: 
		CO: captain, I have enough spare parts to make me a popular guy down there. a mix 
of burnt out parts and new Starfleet issue

Host John A. says: 
		ACTION: A SMALL SHIP APPROACHES.

XO Fowler says:
		 ::Leaves her quarters::

Fightercraft (TO Calma) says:
		 ::mutters to self:: C'mon, fire.. fire!

Fightercraft (TO Calma) says: 
		::buzzes the ship right across the phaser banks::

 CO Terrance says: 
		CEO: Just make sure that you don't lose it.  We do want it back after this, Mr Starks

XO Fowler says: 
		::Sees the CO and Jimmy:: 

Fightercraft (TO Calma) says:
		 ::comes back for a second pass, powering up special phaser modulation::

Insertion vessel pilot says: 
		COM: Pharaoh: Pharaoh, this is shuttle Recate.  Please respond.

 CO Terrance says: 
		XO/CEO: Okay, we're just waiting for a ship to arrive

XO Fowler says:
		 ::Notices the way they are dressed and begins to snicker::

CEO Starks says: 
		CO: a ship we're not going to beam down sir?

 CO Terrance says: 
		CEO: If we stick a Fed Starship in orbit, someone might get suspicious  ::smiles at 
his CEO::

XO Fowler says:
		 ::Coughs to cover it and looks serious again::

 CO Terrance says:
		 XO: I don't know what your attempting not to laugh at Nancy, you look just as 
Ridiculous

CEO Starks says: 
		CO: agreed sir. what armament should we carry?

Insertion vessel pilot says: 
		COM: Pharaoh: Pharaoh, please lock in on these coordinates. Transmitting...now.

Fightercraft (TO Calma) says: :
		:nearly scrapes the ship, slowly powering more weapons up to seem a threat::

CEO Starks says:
		 ::looks at XO and CO:: XO: he's got a point 

XO Fowler says: 
		CO: True. But on you two it looks, well .... 

SO Ikari says: 
		*CO*: Are you getting those coordinates sir?

 CO Terrance says: 
		CTO: Target that Fightercraft and fire

CTO Riker says: 
		CO: aye sir

Insertion vessel pilot says: 
		COM: Pharaoh: Pharaoh, I'm detecting unusual activity at your position.

CTO Riker says: 
		target locked, fires

Fightercraft (TO Calma) says:
		 ::shoots a pulse back through the phaser beam::

Insertion vessel pilot says: 
		COM: Pharaoh: We are holding at the last coordinates.

SO Ikari says: 
		::looks around bridge then goes to OPS::  COM: pilot: This is the Pharaoh, what 
unusual activity?

 CO Terrance says: 
		*Rencate*: This is Pharaoh, over?  Report status?

Fightercraft (TO Calma) says:
		::quickly triggers the beam out sequence, grabbing his tricorder::

Fightercraft (TO Calma) says:
		 ::appears in Transporter Room, dressed in black::

Insertion vessel pilot says: 
		COM: Pharaoh: My sensors detect phaser fire.  I'm supposed to bring this in, in one 
piece, you know!

 CO Terrance says: 
		All: Everyone, your all coming to the moon.  Mr Zimmerman will take the conn.

Black Figure (TO Calma) says: 
		Self: Nobody here... fantastic.

XO Fowler says: 
		CO: I have a couple of bags here. Nothing SF, just plain bags with a few med kits. I 
knew these bags would come in handy someday.

Black Figure (TO Calma) says:
		 ::leaves the room, jogging for sickbay::

 CO Terrance says: *
		Recate*: This is Pharaoh, don't worry!

CEO Starks says:
		 :: looks to left :: SO: looks like this is our big chance to get away from it all

 CO Terrance says:
		 XO: Good thinking

Host John A. says: 
		ACTION: A SECUTITY CHIEF SEES THE BLACK FIGURE.

Black Figure (TO Calma) says:
		 ::wonders why the bridge hasn't detected his presence, but is thankful::

SO Ikari says: 
		CEO: First AT mission, should be... interesting.

 CO Terrance says: 
		::puts sword in scabbard and makes sure that it's buckled to his belt ::

Insertion vessel pilot says:
		 COM: Pharaoh: Understood.    Awaiting transfer.

Host John A. says: 
		<Security> Figure: Hey!

Black Figure (TO Calma) says:
		 ::makes a hand gesture:: Security: You saw nothing. ::moves on::

XO Fowler says: 
		::Hands the bags to the rest of the AT::

CEO Starks says: 
		all: shall we go

CEO Starks says: 
		:: leaves bridge for transporter room ::

Host John A. says: 
		<Security> I saw nothing?...

 CO Terrance says: 
		*Recate*: Stand by for transport

CEO Starks says: 
		:: takes bag from Nancy ::

Host John A. says:
		 ACTION: THE MOON LOOMS IN THE VIEW SCREEN.

Black Figure (TO Calma) says: 
		::runs for a turbolift:: TL: Sickbay!

SO Ikari says:
		::receives bag:: XO: Thanks.  Ready to go.

Insertion vessel pilot says:
		 COM: Pharaoh: Transport when ready.

XO Fowler says: 
		ALL: I also included some of W.A.'s old pocket knives for the others

 CO Terrance says:
		 All: Remember, if you act like a Starfleet officer, you're dead!

SO Ikari says:
		 ::nods grimly::

CEO Starks says: 
		all: I replicated some things that might help us out too.....

Insertion vessel pilot says: 
		::CPO Zimmerman leaves engineering and heads to the bridge::

Black Figure (TO Calma) says: 
		::exits the turbo-lift, and runs into sickbay::

CEO Starks says:
		 :: starts handing out pistols ::

 CO Terrance says:
		 ::heads for the TR::

CEO Starks says: 
		all: they're old Thallonian disrupters

XO Fowler says: 
		::Follows the CO::

Black Figure (TO Calma) says: 
		::pulls out his tricorder and begins punching in a formula into a computer::

CEO Starks says: 
		all:.....they should fit in to the ambiance just right

Black Figure (TO Calma) says: 
		Computer: Activate the EMH!

Insertion vessel pilot says: 
		::nervously checks sensor readings::

 CO Terrance says: 
		CEO: Thanks, but I've got my old Varion-T

XO Fowler says: 
		::Takes the disrupter from Jimmy:: CEO: Nice

Black Figure (TO Calma) says: 
		<EMH> ::appears:: Please state the nature of the medical emergency.

CEO Starks says: 
		CO: a varion T sir?

SO Ikari says: 
		::walks with CEO to the TR::  CEO: Hmm, never used one of these before.

Black Figure (TO Calma) says: 
		EMH: No emergency, just get me a hypospray with this compound! ::points to the 
display::

 CO Terrance says: 
		CEO: Yeah, I know they are illegal, but I used to be illegal too  ::smiles at the CEO::

Insertion vessel pilot says: 
		CPO Zimmerman says:::exits the TL and moves onto the bridge::

CEO Starks says: 
		SO: hopefully you never will they usually have only one setrting..BAD but these have 
standard Starfleet settings

Black Figure (TO Calma) says: 
		<EMH> ::walks over and looks at the screen:: What does that do? Wait, who are 
you?!

XO Fowler says:
		 CO: Maybe we should replicate a holster or two?

Black Figure (TO Calma) says: 
		EMH: I'll explain later, I don't have much time!

Black Figure (TO Calma) says: 
		::notices the EMH's worried look:: EMH: Don't worry, it's not anything bad.

 CO Terrance says: 
		XO: No, holsters look too official.  Tuck it behind your belt!

Black Figure (TO Calma) says:
		 <EMH> Alright.. but you must tell me what it does. ::starts preparing the spray::

XO Fowler says: 
		::Looks at the CO:: CO: I think I'll go for the side ::Grins::

Insertion vessel pilot says: 
		COM: Pharaoh: Pharaoh, me sensors are detecting a small ship near your position.  I 
can't get a transponder response from it.

CEO Starks says: 
		:: tucks disrupter in belt and picks up a large duffel bag of surplus parts ::

 CO Terrance says:
		 ::sets controls on transporter::

Black Figure (TO Calma) says: 
		<EMH> ::completes setting, hands figure the hypo::

XO Fowler says:
		 ::Adjust her sword and tucks the disrupter on the other side::

Black Figure (TO Calma) says: 
		::grabs the hypo, slips it into his sleeve and presses the button::

 CO Terrance says: 
		All: Let's all make some history!

 CO Terrance says: 
		::activates transporter::

Black Figure (TO Calma) says:
		 ::starts to convulse, but stops after two seconds and rips off the hood::

TO Calma says: 
		The light! The sweet sweet light!

 CO Terrance says: 
		*Sickbay*: Status of Mr Calma?

TO Calma says:
		 ::throws off the entire suit:: Finally!

TO Calma says:
		 *taps combadge* I'm back, captain!

CO Terrance says: 
		*Calma*: Then get to the transporter and hurry, don't wear Starfleet clothes::

TO Calma says: 
		EMH: That formula neutralized the compound already in my blood.. I think it finally 
worked!

TO Calma says: 
		*CO*: Aye sir; I've got some right here.

TO Calma says:
		 ::grudgingly puts the suit back on, that thing gets hot::

TO Calma says: 
		<EMH> Intriguing.

CEO Starks says: 
		CO: do we have com badge use down there sir?

TO Calma says: 
		EMH: You can shut down now.

TO Calma says: 
		<EMH> ::disappears::

TO Calma says:
		 ::runs back to the TR::

 CO Terrance says: 
		::energizes::

XO Fowler says:
		 CEO: Look in your bag, Jimmy. 

Host John A. says: 
		ACTION: THE AT BEAM TO THE SHUTTLE AND HEAD TO THE MOON

TO Calma says: 
		CO: Not straight to the surface?

Insertion vessel pilot says: 
		CPO Zimmerman says:Helmsman:Chart a rendezvous with the AT using these coordinates.

 CO Terrance says:
		 TO: No Mr Calma, we're too far away

XO Fowler says:
		 ::Nudges Jimmy to take out an old beat up hat:: CEO: It belonged to a great uncle. 
He was the family black sheep. Smuggler

TO Calma says: 
		CO: Aggh nuts.. just out of curiosity, why no uniform?

Insertion vessel pilot says: 
		@CO: I don't like being here....

Host John A. says: 
		ACTION: THE SHUTTLE ENTERS ORBIT

CEO Starks says:
		 :: puts on hat ::

CEO Starks says:
		 ::smiles::

 CO Terrance says: 
		TO: We're going undercover

CEO Starks says:
		 XO: ...arrgg I be a pirate ...sir

TO Calma says:
		 ::slicks back now-pure-blond again hair::

 CO Terrance says: 
		Pilot: Look ,if you don't stop worrying, you’ll have to deal with me, and not these 
pirates!

TO Calma says: 
		@CO: I see.. good thing I've got these eh? ::holds up a rounded-off dagger::

XO Fowler says:
		 CEO: Perfect fit! ::snickers a bit:: CO: Wouldn't you say so, Andy

SO Ikari says: 
		::Chuckles at Jimmy's appearance::

Insertion vessel pilot says: 
		@All: You must have friends deep at Starfleet Command. ::grumbles:: Beginning 
landing sequence.

CEO Starks says: 
		SO: just call me jimmy barks!

 CO Terrance says: 
		XO: Oh yeah.  That hat has a CEO on it's butt!

Host John A. says: 
		ACTION: THE AT FIND THEMSELVES IN A DINGY HANGAR BAY. SMALL 
VESSELS LINE ITS INTERIOR.

CEO Starks says:
		 :: laughs ::

TO Calma says: 
		::laughs, being glad to be in welcome company again::

 CO Terrance says: 
		All: Okay folks, nice and smooth!

SO Ikari says: 
		::looks all around at surroundings::

XO Fowler says:
		 ::Takes deep breath:: All: Lets do it

CEO Starks says:
		 :: stands with duffel bags and heads fir hatchway ::

CEO Starks says: 
		ALL: aye aye

 CO Terrance says: 
		XO: Nancy, your with me, sis!

TO Calma says: 
		::looks around, pulls hood up, but leaves the mask off::

XO Fowler says: 
		CO: Sure thing, Bro. ::Grins at him::

 CO Terrance says: 
		CEO/SO: You two together.

CEO Starks says: 
		:turns to SO::

 CO Terrance says:
		 CTO/TO: You two together, now let's cook some Rommos!

XO Fowler says: 
		ALL: Try not to get separated

Host John A. says: 
		ACTION: ROMULAN SCOUT VESSEL CAN BE SEEN SOME 100 METRES 
DOWN THE HANGAR

CEO Starks says: 
		SO: come on buddy we're a 'smuglin'!

SO Ikari says: 
		::nods to Jimmy:: CEO: Ready cuz?

 CO Terrance says:
		 ::heads off towards the nearest bar::

TO Calma says: 
		CO: Got it Terr.

CEO Starks says:
		 ::tosses Shinji one of the bags of parts ::

CTO Riker says: 
		CO: aye

TO Calma says: 
		::sheathes his daggers, ready to throw::

XO Fowler says: 
		::Walks with Andy and looks around  a bit:: CO: Nice place for R&R, huh?

CEO Starks says: 
		:: walks down corridor to main commerce area ::

Host John A. says: 
		ACTION: THE ROMULAN CRAFT HUMS IN START-UP

TO Calma says: 
		Self: Where's that thing goin'?

 CO Terrance says: 
		XO: Oh yeah sis, I used to come here all the time

SO Ikari says: 
		::Follows closely behind Jimmy::

CEO Starks says:
		 :: pauses at the sight of the Romulan scout ship ::

CEO Starks says:
		 *COM* All: looks like our birds flyin' the nest folks

XO Fowler says: 
		CO: I just bet you know all of the really good bars then 

 CO Terrance says:
		 ::hears the CEO::

TO Calma says:
		 *CEO*: Should that thing be going anywhere?

 CO Terrance says:
		 XO: As a matter of fact...

CEO Starks says: 
		TO: I didn't think so

XO Fowler says: 
		CO: Um-hum ::Nods at him::

 CO Terrance says: *
		CTO/TO*: You two try and stowaway on that Romulan ship!

Hangar Security says:
		 :: a slightly greasy-looking figure walks up to CO::

TO Calma says: 
		CO: Alright.. stowaway's fine.. I was gonna stop it. Oh well.

Hangar Security says:
		 ::he is armed::

TO Calma says:
		 ::steals over to the Romulan ship::

 CO Terrance says: 
		*AT*: The rest of you, continue looking around

 CO Terrance says:
		 Security: Can I help you?

XO Fowler says: 
		::Notices the figure and nudges Andy::

Host John A. says: 
		ACTION: A ROMULAN APPEARS FROM ITS HATCH FIRING ON THE AT

CEO Starks says: 
		SO: Come on Ike we've got stolen parts to sell

Hangar Security says: 
		CO: Greetings outlander.  Don't recognize your face.

CEO Starks says: 
		SO: watch yourself!

TO Calma says: 
		::ducks, throwing a dagger to the Romulans shadow::

SO Ikari says: 
		CEO: Let's get to it then, your swarthiness.  ::grins and motions him forward::

Host John A. says: 
		ACTION: HANGAR ALARMS START SOUNDING

 CO Terrance says:
		 Security: Greetings, I don't recognize yours, but I've been here before with my sis 
here, Nancy!

Hangar Security says: 
		CO: There's a lot of bad people on this station....

CEO Starks says: 
		::grabs Ike and dashes behind doorway to hanger avoiding disrupter fire ::

XO Fowler says:
		 ::Nods a greeting to the security::

 CO Terrance says: 
		Security: And I think that us two are two of them, ain’t that right sis?

Hangar Security says: 
		CO: And I'm not sure I like the looks of your sidearm, there.....

XO Fowler says:
		 Security: Not too many people like our side arms

Host John A. says: 
		ACTION: THE ROMULAN BEAM VAPORIZES THE SECURITY GUARD

Hangar Security says:
		::screams and crumples over::

CEO Starks says: 
		*COM* all: we've been made fore fire in hanger our birds are a shootin’ I repeat our 
birds are a shootin'!

 CO Terrance says: 
		XO: Boring conversation anyway

TO Calma says:
		 ::jumps up, kicking the Romulan in the head, and carefully removes his dagger from 
the wall, and the phaser clatters to the floor::

SO Ikari says: 
		::reaches around to belt to get disrupter, trying not to shoot himself in the process::

 CO Terrance says: 
		::dives behind a crate and pulls out the Varion-T::

CEO Starks says: 
		::see Shinji pull out disrupter and notices it's set to kill ::

Host John A. says: 
		ACTION: THE ROMULAN SHIP SEALS, AND SECURITY POUR OUT 
STUNNING THE AT

TO Calma says: 
		::sheathes the dagger, and starts running for the CTO's entrance::

SO Ikari says: 
		CEO: So much for covert work.

CEO Starks says:
		 ::grabs SO  pistol ::

CEO Starks says: 
		SO: put that thing away before you get us all killed!

 CO Terrance says:
		XO: It's been a while since I fired this

 CO Terrance says:
		 ::fires at the Romulan ship::

CEO Starks says: 
		SO: or at least set it to stun

 CO Terrance says: 
		::slams against the crates::

XO Fowler says:
		 ::Falls next to the ground next to Andy::

SO Ikari says: 
		CEO: Sorry, this whole... shooting stuff is new to me...

CEO Starks says:
		 :hides with Ike behind doorway away from rest of AT ::

CEO Starks says: 
		SO: no talk !!

CEO Starks says: 
		SO: walk this way slowly

Host John A. says: 
		ACTION: THE AT WAKE TOGETHER IN A HOLDING CELL

CEO Starks says: 
		@:: walks away from hanger like a civilian ::

 CO Terrance says:
		 ::rubs head::

Hangar Security says: 
		CPO>::checks a report:: Helmsman: Maintain our current position.

 CO Terrance says: 
		XO: Where the hell are we?

XO Fowler says: 
		CO: Not sure. You got a head ache like me?

 CO Terrance says: 
		XO: It's like a radiation bomb!

XO Fowler says: 
		::Pained grin:: CO: Then you'll live

 CO Terrance says: 
		XO: I wonder if that's good or bad.  Let's look around

 CO Terrance says:
		 ::gets up and rubs head again::

XO Fowler says: 
		CO: Get up slow ::Room tilts a bit then rights its self::

 CO Terrance says: 
		::walks around::

TO Calma says:
		 ::makes his way up:: ::checks is skin colour and is relieved to find it normal::

XO Fowler says: 
		::Walks opposite of the CO::

Security Chief says: 
		::an impressive yet slightly oily figure walks up to the cell::

TO Calma says:
		 Mutters: It finally worked.....

CEO Starks says: 
		::awakes in cell rubbing head:: SO: guess we weren’t smooth enough. They made us 
too quick!

 CO Terrance says: 
		Sec chief:  Hey pal, why are you holding us here?

CEO Starks says:
		 edit last line from  CEO

XO Fowler says:
		 ::Checks the others::

Security Chief says: 
		::peers in:: CO: You started a firefight in my jurisdiction.  Now that's just bad for 
business.

TO Calma says:
		 ::slides over to the door, out of the Security Cheif's view::

Security Chief says: 
		::looks at a padd::

CEO Starks says: 
		SO: damn they got the whole team!

TO Calma says:
		 ::smoothly unsheathes a dagger, making the 'shush' motion to the rest of the AT::

 CO Terrance says: 
		Sec Chief: We started a firefight?  My sister and I were talking to one of your boys, 
                              when he got vaporized by a Romulan disrupter.  Ain’t that right sis?

TO Calma says:
		 ::checks his aim::

CEO Starks says: 
		SO: okay we can't worry about them just now we have a mission and an important 
one to boot

Security Chief says:
		 CO: If I understand right, you must be Terrance....

XO Fowler says: 
		CO: Sure is. ::walks over to the door:: Sec: So we get the blame?

Security Chief says: 
		::looks smug::

CEO Starks says: 
		@SO: how you holding up Ike?

SO Ikari says: 
		CEO: Right, let's get to it.

 CO Terrance says:
Sec chief: And what if I am?  I've put more Latinum in this joint than anyone else here!

Security Chief says:
		 CO: You caused me some serious explaining, but I see from this:: refers to padd:: 
you are not accountable for your actions.

TO Calma says: 
		::perks up when he hears the last few words::

CEO Starks says: 
		SO: all Intel says the best place for a smuggler to pawn his stuff is at a bar called the 
Dead dragon

 CO Terrance says: 
		Sec Chief: How so

SO Ikari says: 
		CEO: Any idea which way that is?

XO Fowler says:
		 ::Watches the two talk::

CEO Starks says: 
		SO: well one way to find out....

CEO Starks says: 
		:: walks to a merchant ::

Security Chief says: 
		ALL: I am letting you go; however, I'm keeping some of these engine parts...as 
evidence.....

CEO Starks says: 
		Merchant: hey buddy I'm looking to find da Dead dragon I got a buyer or two to find 
and I hears that's the place to look

TO Calma says: 
		::re sheathes the dagger::

CEO Starks says:
		 :: walks back to SO ::

Security Chief says: 
		::opens cell:: By the way, you might try the Dead Dragon.  People there will buy 
what’s left over. Sell stuff, too.

SO Ikari says: 
		CEO: Well... Mr. Starks?  ::grins::

 CO Terrance says: 
Sec chief: Look pal, I ain’t got nothing to do with engine parts.  My sis had some family heirlooms, two daggers as suck.  Now we want em back!

CEO Starks says: 
		SO: about 400 meters this way

XO Fowler says: 
		::Flirts with the security guard:: Sec: Sounds like a fun place

CEO Starks says: 
		::points down the hall ::

Host John A. says: 
		ACTION: THE BULK OF THE AT IS FREED TO CONTINUE THE MISSION

CEO Starks says: 
		SO: let's go 

Security Chief says:
		 ::smiles lewdly:: Maybe later, sweetie....

SO Ikari says:
		 CEO: After you, of course.

TO Calma says: 
		::slips out the door::

CEO Starks says: 
		SO: of course... ::walks down hall ::

CEO Starks says: 
		SO: of course... ::walks down hall ::

XO Fowler says:
		 Sec: If you let my brother and me have our blades back you could buy me a drink 
later ::Smiles back provocatively::

 CO Terrance says: 
		Sec chief: You tryin something with my sister? ::brings himself up to full height of 6f 
5", and tries to look menacing, making the scar on the cheek look forceful::

TO Calma says: 
		::tosses a dagger at the Sec's shadow. his mouth no longer opens::

Security Chief says: 
		::runs hand through oily hair:: CO: Hold on there! Your free to go.

TO Calma says:
		 ::in fact, his entire body can only pivot around his chin::

TO Calma says: 
		::chuckles to himself:: AT: Let's go!

XO Fowler says: 
		::Puts hand on Andy's shoulder:: Sec: Don't mind my brother

SO Ikari says:
		 ::motions that away:: CEO: This looks like the place.

Security Chief says: 
		CO: I'd try the Dragon.  it perfect for folks needing what you need.  ::turns and walks 
away::

 CO Terrance says:
		 Sec chief: Well, just be careful.  The last guy who tried somethin with her had his 
genitals removed!

CEO Starks says: 
		SO: Mr. Ike we've arrived!

CEO Starks says:
		 :: looks up at the buzzing lighted sigh ::

CEO Starks says: 
		:: walks inside ::

 CO Terrance says: 
		XO: Well sis, let's go to the Dragon.  I wonder if Hazzie still serves the synthale?

Host John A. says: 
		ACTION: THE CEO AND SO SEE THE SMELLIEST, UGLIEST PATRONS 
EVER KNOWN

CEO Starks says:
		 ::sits at a small round table with IKE and sits bag of parts on floor ::

TO Calma says:
		 ::motions to the CTO from behind the Sec's back "get my dagger back, just don't 
touch near the shadow's point"::

 CO Terrance says: 
		CTO/TO: You two go back and annoy the Romulans again  ::grins::

XO Fowler says: 
		CO: After you Brother.

CEO Starks says: 
		SO: <whispers> not the ritzs is it?

TO Calma says: 
		CO: No probs Drew.

 CO Terrance says:
		 ::heads off to the Dragon::


CEO Starks says:
		 :: waves down a waitress...or waiter??? ::

 CO Terrance says:
		 ::walks towards the door::

CEO Starks says: 
		Server: Yo  two Romulan ales!

Host John A. says: 
		ACTION: THE AT REGROUPS

CEO Starks says: 
		SO: now the fun begins

 CO Terrance says: 
		::enters the Dragon and walks up to the bar ::

 TO Calma says: 
		::retrieves his dagger::

CEO Starks says:
		 :: looks at CO/XO walk into bar ::

CEO Starks says: 
		SO: we don't know 'em remember that

XO Fowler says: 
		::Follows Andy up to the bar while checking out the patrons::

CEO Starks says:
		 ::taps sub-dermal com link and whispers ::

 CO Terrance says:
		 ::pretends not to notice the SO/CEO::

MR. Micz says: 
		::a patron at the bar looks at the CO::

CEO Starks says: 
		CO: I thought you guys we toast

XO Fowler says:
		 ::Flirts with a couple of hopeful looking people::

CEO Starks says:
		:: as server returns with 2 drinks I grab her arm gently and ask ::

MR. Micz says: 
		CO/XO: Hhhmmmm. Strangers you are....

CEO Starks says: 
		server: so pretty...

CEO Starks says: 
		server:....got any way for a smuggler to buy some Romulan military surplus

XO Fowler says: 
		::Thinking to self wonder if they might know any thing?::

TO Calma says: 
		::chuckles to himself and thinks "Now that's a side of Nancy I've never seen.."::

SO Ikari says: 
		::continues to casually look around bar::

 CO Terrance says: 
		CEO: Hey pal, did I speak to you.  Mind your own business, or I'll cut your tongue  
::whips out the blade and holds it in front of Starks::

MR. Micz says: 
		CO/XO: ::speaks sing-songingly:: Need you a guide about town......

SO Ikari says:
		 ::steps up to CO:: CO: We don't want any trouble pal.

 CO Terrance says: 
		Micz: They say that the flowers on Deneb are cold at this year

CEO Starks says: 
		CO: Yo buddy I ain't come here to kill no body today.. or to be killed either

Nausican says:
		:: notices the Vulcan TO and decides to make trouble::

CEO Starks says:
		 :: moves away coat revealing disrupter in belt :

 CO Terrance says: 
		SO: Well tell your pal to stay out of my way!

MR. Micz says:
		 ::leans forward:: XO/CO: I know many places of interest....

SO Ikari says: 
		CO: He'll mind his when you mind yours.

Nausican says:
		TO: You Vulcan! your kind not welcome here!

 CO Terrance says: 
		Micz: Indeed, so what can we see on this moon?

SO Ikari says: 
		::sits back down::

CEO Starks says: 
		SO: come on Ike we got business to do!

TO Calma says:
		 ::whips a dagger forcefully at the Nausican's shadow, stopping his words::

XO Fowler says: 
		Micz: I bet you do 

MR. Micz says: 
		::waves hand to Nausican:: Nausican: Please, these are our guests.... our paying 
guests....

CEO Starks says: 
		:: stands and picks up bags::

TO Calma says: 
		Nausican: You think you're funny? Do I look like a Vulcan? ::removes the hood, 
showing only slightly pointed ears::

Nausican says:
		 :: evades but is sliced in the side::

SO IKari says: 
		CEO: Any prospects?

MR. Micz says: 
		::smiles:: CO: Many thing to see....many hidden thing....

CEO Starks says: 
		SO: hmmm....

MR. Micz says: 
		CO: I know best place of all.....

 CO Terrance says: 
		Micz: And how much does this cost me, the sightseeing I mean?

Nausican says:
		TO: ::roars:: Vulcan science, can make dung stand as tall as you...no match for might

CEO Starks says:
		 SO: follow me to the bar

SO IKari says:
		 ::nods::

Nausican says:
		 :: grabs the TO and throws him::

TO Calma says: 
		::throws his hand forward and the Nausican forward:: Vulcan science?!!!

TO Calma says: 
		<Nausican falls backward>

XO Fowler says:
		 ::Notices the TO in a fight::

 CO Terrance says: 
		Micz: Can you help us, because we know a few other tour operators?

Nausican says:
		:: shakes head and charges the TO::


TO Calma says: 
		::jumps on the Nausican:: You wanna see what "Vulcan science" can do?!!!!

MR. Micz says: 
		::thinks:: CO: Hhhmmmm. Maybe 100 bar of Latinum for trouble.  Very out of way.....

CEO Starks says:
		 :: walks to the Nausican and looks at the TO ::

 CO Terrance says: 
		::motions to Nancy to ignore the fight::

CEO Starks says:
		Nausican: Yeah! I hate that Vulcan superiority!

CTO Riker says: 
		::pulls phaser and points it at Nausican::

 CO Terrance says: 
		Micz: I'll give you one brick, would that be satisfactory?

SO IKari says:
		 ::grabs Jimmy's arm:: CEO: Best let this guy go...

TO Calma says: 
		::psionically throws the Nausican again, this time for the ceiling::

XO Fowler says:
		 ::Small shake of her head while thinking: Self: Men!

Nausican says:
		 CEO: Mind your Business humonn!!!

CEO Starks says: 
		SO: couldn't help it

CEO Starks says: 
		::walk to bar and motion to the tender ::

CTO Riker says: 
		Nausican:  you want to  try  that  crap on me punk 

MR. Micz says:
		 ::looks disgusted:: Bah!!! Angry natives do not like tourists if disturbed...you 
understand....50 bars.

Nausican says:
		 :: pulls and ugly short sword:: CTO: coward!

TO Calma says: 
		::reaches for the short sword and it flies into his own hand::

Nausican says: 
		 :: looks surprised::

CTO Riker says:
		  ::gets Nausican in sleeper hold::

MR. Micz says:
		 CO: No one guide small pockets....

Nausican says:
		 :: struggles::

 CO Terrance says: 
		Micz: Done.  I remember on a planet I used to be on.  Tourists were a big 
commodity.  They came, spent their money, then never left.  They were broken down for nutrients

CEO Starks says: 
		Bartender: Listen I need info and I got premo parts here straight from a federation 
supply depot you know any buyers? or even better any trades for premo Romulan goods?

CTO Riker says:
		 ::applies pressure::

TO Calma says:
		 ::walks up to the Nausican, pressing the sword into his throat, but just enough to 
threaten death::

CEO Starks says:
		 ::flashes a marks XIII tricorder to the bartender ::

TO Calma says: 
		Nausican: You wanna die, (with inflection) friend?!

CTO Riker says: 
		Nausican: I could  snap your  neck  like  a twig  boy

MR. Micz says: CO:
		50 bars!  Quiet trip to best place.

SO Ikari says:
		::gives a cold stare to the bartender::

 CO Terrance says: 
		Micz: Done.  Let's move!

Nausican says:
		CTO/TO: You may stay... If you wish... ::choke:: play Dom Jot?

 CO Terrance says:
		 XO: Come on sis, we're going sightseeing!

MR. Micz says: 
		::pushes a padd toward CO:: CO: Transfer of information upon payment.

 CO Terrance says:
		 ::thumbs the PADD and looks at it::

XO Fowler says: 
		CO: I had hoped for at least a drink ::Looks around once more:: CO: But you can owe 
Me

TO Calma says:
		::lets off on the Nausican:: Nausican: Now don't ask for this back. ::sheathes the 
short sword, and retrieves his dagger::

MR. Micz says: 
		::smiles:: All: enjoy visit.  Watch out for the animals.....


 CO Terrance says: 
		XO: Come on sis.

TO Calma says:
		 ::nods to the CTO towards the door::

MR. Micz says:
		 ::turns and leaves bar through a back door::

 CO Terrance says: 
		::gets up and heads for the door::

XO Fowler says: 
		::Follows Andy once more:: CO: After you. 

Host John A. says:
		 ACTION: THE AT RETURN TO SHUTTLE

TO Calma says: 
		::leaves, planning an ugly death for that Nausican::

 CO Terrance says: 
		::sits down on the seat of the shuttle::

Insertion vessel pilot says: 
		All: Ready to leave...I was getting ready to go anyway....

CEO Starks says: 
		sits with Ike in shuttle

TO Calma says:
		::gets in the shuttle::

Insertion vessel pilot says: 
		::begins launch::

CEO Starks says: 
		CO: anything on your side sir our leads were all deadbeats

 CO Terrance says: 
		XO: That was productive.  Maybe I should get you neutered.  The way you talked to 
that guard   ::shakes head and laughs::

SO Ikari says: 
		All: Looks like at least some of us were successful.

 CO Terrance says: 
		CEO: Jimmy, when you're in command, 9 out of 10 times, you get what you need.

XO Fowler says: 
		CO: You told me to flirt ::innocent grin::

TO Calma says: 
::pulls back his hood:: Mutters: Lousy Nausican’s... should have ripped his head off then and there.

 CO Terrance says:
		 ::grins at XO::  Nancy: How much?

Insertion vessel pilot says: 
		::looks at coordinates for flight:: All: Engaging thrusters...

TO Calma says: 
		::looks around for something to punch:;

CTO Riker says:
		 :: sees all those  Romulans  ::  

 CO Terrance says: 
		Pilot: Get a move on man!

XO Fowler says: 
		CO: How much for what ::Grins back::

CEO Starks says:
		 CO: what's the location of the Romulans Captain?

Host John A. says: 
		ACTION: AS THE SHUTTLE NEARS THE BASE THE ROMULAN SHIP RISES 
INTO THE SKY.

CEO Starks says: 
		:: looks out window ::

CEO Starks says: 
		CO: never mind

CEO Starks says:  
		ALL: ...found 'em!

XO Fowler says: 
		All: Lets get this done and over with. 

SO Ikari says: 
		XO: What exactly is the situation ma'am?

 CO Terrance says: 
		Pilot: Follow that ship! and fire on it as well!

CPO Zimmerman says:
		 Helmsman: What is our status....

TO Calma says: 
		XO: I'd agree to that.

CEO Starks says: 
		CO: we can herd them top the pharaoh’s weapon and transporter range right?

TO Calma says:
		 ::moves to a console, starts punching in an interesting phaser modulation::

XO Fowler says: 
		SO: Looks like right now we get to chase that ship

Insertion vessel pilot says:
		CO: What! This is a shuttle! Are you crazy!

 CO Terrance says: 
		CEO: They'd be cloaked before then

 CO Terrance says: 
		Pilot: Do it or learn to fly outside!

SO Ikari says:
		 ::nods and sits tight::

TO Calma says: 
		::grins:: CO: Aye sir. ::fires on the Romulan ship::

Host John A. says: 
		ACTION: THE ROMULAN SHIP IS DAMAGED, SPEWING DRIVE PLASMA

TO Calma says: 
		CO: Permission to disable their roll, pitch and yaw controls?

Insertion vessel pilot says
		:: silently does as he is told::

 CO Terrance says: 
		TO: Yeah

CEO Starks says:
		 :: looks at readouts ::

CEO Starks says: 
		ALL: there're hurt and venting drive plasma!


SO Ikari says: 
		CEO: Looks like they won't be going anywhere too quickly with that plasma leak.

XO Fowler says: 
		CEO: Are their shields down?

CEO Starks says:
		 :: smiles ::

CPO Zimmerman says: 
		::command panels beeps:: Helmsman: plot a course for that plasma reading....

CEO Starks says: 
		XO: aye aye sir!

TO Calma says: 
		XO: They will be in a second if they're not now..

CEO Starks says: 
		ALL: and prime for transport!

TO Calma says: 
		::punches in his previous phaser mod::

 CO Terrance says: 
		SO: That’s what they pay us for Mr Ikari

CPO Zimmerman says: 
		Tac: Bring the ship to Yellow Alert.

Host John A. says: 
		ACTION: THE ROMULANS CLOAK, THE LEAK REVEALING THEIR 
POSITION

 

TO Calma says: 
		::brings the ship to yellow alert::

XO Fowler says: 
		CO: Ready for fun, Andy?

CEO Starks says: 
		 ::Pulls out disrupter pistol::

TO Calma says: 
		CEO: Hey, why don't I get one of those?

 CO Terrance says:
		 ::whips out blade:: XO: Oh yeah Nancy!

SO IKari says: 
		CEO: Oh, now we get to use em?!  ::grins and takes his pistol out too::

XO Fowler says: 
		::Tosses her disrupter to the TO:: TO: Here, use mine

TO Calma says: 
		XO: Not coming?

 CO Terrance says:
		 ::sits down in big chair::

TO Calma says:
		 ::spins the disrupter in his fingers, getting used to the weight::

XO Fowler says:
		 ::Pulls her blade out:: TO: I have this ::Grins at him::

CO Terrance says: 
		Pilot: Beam us over!

Insertion vessel pilot says:
		 ::Engages transporter::

Host John A. says: 
ACTION: THR TR BEAM BOUNCES THEM BACK,  SO ZIMMERMAN BEAMS      THE  AT TO THE BRIDGE OF THE PHARAOH.

CPO Zimmerman says:
		 ::gets out of chair:

 CO Terrance says: 
		XO: Tractor beam on that plasma leak.  Stop that ship!

TO Calma says:
		 XO: Ahh! Wait'll you see my shadows in full effect...

XO Fowler says: 
		CO: Aye sir ::Moves over to the console::

SO Ikari says: 
		::walks over to SCI I, bring SRS up::

CEO Starks says:
		 :: moves to engineering station ::

CPO Zimmerman says: 
		::resumes engineering station::::

TO Calma says: 
		::looks around:: Hey, where's Tim?

CEO Starks says: 
		:: looks at Zimm's readouts ::

Host John A. says: 
		ACTION: THE ROMULANS COME ABOUT ON AN COLLISION COURSE

 CO Terrance says: 
		CPO: Zimmerman, report?

CEO Starks says: 
		CO: we have a fix sir ready to transport the Romulans aboard

TO Calma says: 
		::moves to Tac 1 and starts adding in his new phaser modulations::

TO Calma says: 
		Aagh! How'd they turn?

 CO Terrance says: 
		CEO: Energise

CEO Starks says:
		 :: energizing ::

Host John A. says: 
		ACTION: THE TRANSPORT FAILS.

CPO Zimmerman says: 
		CO: We've established a lock on what appears to be Romulan scout vessel....

Host John A. says: 
		ACTION: THE ROMULAN SHIP FIRES ITS FEEBLE WEAPONS

 CO Terrance says: 
		XO: Turn us Nancy, get us out of the way!

TO Calma says: 
		::activates his RPY disable and fires on the Romulans again::

XO Fowler says: 
		CO: Aye ::Fingers fly as the ship turns::

TO Calma says: 
		::pulls shields up, focussed forward::

XO Fowler says: 
		::Glad she watched Braun fly the ship::

 CO Terrance says: 
		XO: Increase speed, maintain a distance

XO Fowler says: 
		CO: Increase speed, aye

 CO Terrance says: 
		CEO: Good work Jimmy

TO Calma says: 
		::laughs, and sends a security team down::

CEO Starks says: 
		CO: wait...malfunction transport not successful!!

SO IKari says:
		 ::scans for life signs::  CO: I'm still reading them on the ship sir.

TO Calma says:
		 ::pulls up the shield disable modulation:: CO: Sir, I can pull down their shields to fix 
the transport.

TO Calma says: 
		CO: Maybe it'll work this time..

CEO Starks says: 
		::runs over transporter control diagnostic ::

Host John A. says: 
		ACTION: THE ROMULANS CONTINUE TO RUN THEIR SUICIDE COURSE

 CO Terrance says: 
		TO: Fire all weapons.  Now!

TO Calma says: 
		CO: Aye sir! ::unleashes a volley of weaponry on the Romulan ship::


TO Calma says: 
		::watches as *all* his phaser modulations take effect simultaneously::

SO Ikari says:
		 ::turns to XO:: XO: Don't we need them alive?

XO Fowler says: 
		::Still trying to keep a distance between the two ships::

CEO Starks says: 
		SO: link transporters to sensor ! when their shield drop to less then .001% energizes!

Host John A. says: 
		ACTION: THE DAMAGED SHIP EXPLODES IN A SPHERICAL BLOSSOM OF 
DEATH

TO Calma says: 
		::switches shields to focus nearest the Romulan ship::

 CO Terrance says: 
		::overhears SO:: SO: Ike, this is an order which you didn't recieve!

XO Fowler says: 
		SO: Would be nice, Ike

SO Ikari says: 
		CEO: I'm on it.

TO Calma says: 
		All: Beautiful!

 CO Terrance says: 
		XO: Report?

SO Ikari says: 
		CO: Sorry sir, it's just... never mind sir.

XO Fowler says: 
		CO: I don't think there are any survivors sir

 CO Terrance says: 
		SO: There are orders that sometimes you don't get, Mr Ikari.

TO Calma says: 
		XO: If there were, I'd be surprised..

Host John A. says: 
		******* END MISSION ********









